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From its long summer nights and surprising fifth season to 
its centuries old charm fostering tomorrow’s tech talent, 
Estonia has a spellbinding ability to flex its space and time, 
so it’s tailored to you. 

Its compact size and effortless accessibility means whether 
you’re here for a weekend or for weeks, there’s simply more 
time to connect to the place and its people. 

A place that connects Europe with the East and Estonia 
to the world. A place that fuses Nordic, Baltic, Scandi and 
Soviet. A place that’s taken the best of each chapter, to write 
its own unique story. A place that helps you to understand 
your own place in the world. A place that, for a lot of people, 
isn’t even on their radar. But it’s about time it was.

Experiences with Food — Strategy and Story

Introduction
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From destination  
to experience...

Although Estonia is one of the most naturally 
spellbinding, culturally alive and gastronomically 
diverse countries in Europe, research suggests that 
the nation itself – and many of the places within it 
– are relatively unknown to most travellers. 

Self-styled as Europe’s best-kept secret, now is the 
time to shout about that secret and provide this 
small nation with a big story to tell. Whereas once 
this was about our destinations, now we will speak 
to those with a passion for nature, culture and 
food, with compelling and emotive reasons to visit
and experience what our nation has to offer.

This document contains the elements that 
help to form the DNA of food-based travel 
experiences in Estonia.
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Our strategic DNA

This document is designed to summarise 
the strategy and story for experiences with 
food in Estonia. It is split into two parts and 
defines our approach to marketing and 
communications.
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Supporting documents

Alongside this document, you may find the 
following supporting materials helpful in 
understanding Visit Estonia’s strategy and 
story for promoting experience-led travel. 
These documents are available to download 
at brand.estonia.ee.
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Visit Estonia  
Brand Strategy and Story

Strategy and story document for Visit Estonia and 
experiences in nature, culture and food combined. 
Includes audience information on Natural 
Nomads, Culture Scouts and Flavour Seekers.

Experiences with Nature
Strategy and Story

Strategy and story document for experiences 
in nature. This document also includes 
audience information for the Natural Nomads 
audience profile.

Experiences with Culture
Strategy and Story

Strategy and story document for experiences 
in culture. This document also includes 
audience information for the Culture Scouts 
audience profile.
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Experiences with Food
Our Audience



Free Independent 
Travellers (FITs)

FIT tourism is the opposite of mass tourism; 
FITs prefer to create their own trips instead 
of following crowds. FITs travel alone, as a 
couple or accompanied by a small number of 
people. The goal of FITs is to follow their own 
path, explore the things they want to see and 
create their own unique travelling experience. 
By planning their own trip, they can travel at 
their own pace, not bound to a group. 

The FIT is on average well educated and has 
a relatively high income, but they are also 
very environmental and price aware. They 
differ from other tourists in that they search 
for and compare all offers very well, not only 
on price, but also on other factors, such as 
how environmentally friendly a product is.

Whether we’re talking to people with a passion for 
nature, culture or food, each audience is united by the 
basic principles of the Free Independent Traveller. FIT 
tourism is better defined as a way of travelling. Instead 
of comprehensive travel packages for groups, FIT tourism 
is more personal and individual. Travellers design their 
own trips themselves, choose their own destinations and 
visits based on the information already they have.

The attitude and characteristics of the independent 
traveller perfectly align with the independent spirit of 
the Estonian nation and our people, positioning us as an 
ideal destination for them to discover.

Experiences with Food — Our Audience

Free Independent Travellers
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Experiences with Food — Our Audience

Flavour Seekers

Flavour Seekers are tantalised by the taste of 
the landscape and touched by the purity and 
provenance of the delicious delicacies they 
search for. Through the flavours of the land, 
they experience feasts to remember. For them, 
dining is as much about understanding the 
ingredients, as it is about enjoying the meal, 
meaning foraging for mushrooms is as life 
affirming as five-star dining.
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Overview

The Flavour Seeker is the audience for our 
food-based passion-led experiences. The 
following pages outline their characteristics, 
motivations and relevant industry trends to 
aid marketing to this group of travellers.



Characteristics

Motivations

Flavour Seekers are driven by a desire to 
uncover and experience local ingredients, 
flavours and dishes. They see food as a way 
of connecting with travellers with a shared 
passion, or local chefs or suppliers who can 
provide a behind-the-scenes take on tastes. 

Experiences with Food — Our Audience

Flavour Seekers

Flavour Seekers share interests linked with food, wine and other 
drinks while travelling. They perceive destinations in terms of their 
gastronomic flavours and offerings. They wish to experience or 
learn about new cultures through food, as well as using food as a 
way of relaxing, expanding perspectives and connecting with others. 
They crave a greater connection to the people behind their dishes; 
experiencing the journey of a plate from field and farm to table.
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Discovering  
local cuisine

Fine dining 
experiences

Food events  
and festivals

Coffee culture Eating healthy food

Food provides a platform to 
gather together and share in 
a passion.

From roasting the beans to 
getting the perfect grind, 
experiencing the process of 
coffee is a way to connect.

Farm-to-table, paddock-to-
plate, organic, non-GMO, 
sustainably sourced foods all 
resonate with this audience.

Wine and vineyards
They hold local vineyards in 
high regard and enjoy pairing 
wine with food.

Both self-professed foodies and 
more traditional diners looking 
for a very special meal are 
drawn to high-end restaurants.

Sampling the local delicacies 
and specialities, often through 
behind-the-scenes tours.

Cooking  
classes
These offer a way to connect 
with the local gastronomic 
culture in a hands-on 
activities. 
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“64% of high-income consumers 
over the global average are interested 
in exploring farming/food producers 
to fulfil their culinary desires.”

–Tom Marchant, Co-Founder,  
Black Tomato / Euromonitor, 2020

Experiences with Food — Our Audience

Flavour Seekers

“Culinary travellers, more so than leisure 
travellers, are interested in participating in 
an array of touristic activities, beyond food 
and drink. They seem to make the most 
of their trips by visiting cultural attractions, 
shopping, taking tours and attending 
events and performances. Culinary 
travellers also tend to “spend 24% more 
per day than other leisure travellers” 

– Culinary Arts Academy, Switzerland, 2020

Trends

Our strategy and story is founded on 
audience research and data, but also takes 
into account current and future trends 
within the wider tourism sector – ensuring 
our approach is enduring. As the future of 
travel has undergone significant change, 
it is important to look to the trends and 
predictions that will be relevant for years 
to come. Those relevant to the Flavour 
Seekers are outlined opposite.

Food as  
a gateway

Behind  
the scenes



Experiences with Food
Strategy and Story

Part Two
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10

Estonia is the insatiable choice for the Flavour Seeker. It’s 
for those wanting to experience food at their own pace 
and those who want to experience a deeper connection 
with the restaurants, recipes and ingredients they discover. 

Because in Estonia, no matter your schedule, you’ll have 
all the time in the world; Centuries of influence slowly 
simmer together. Foraging for mushrooms means getting 
lost in the moment. Fine dining can last a day, and fast 
food comes as fast as it grows.

Thanks to our compact size and effortless accessibility, 
Estonia tailors its time to the traveller, meaning you can 
better connect to our food – and your own.

Experiences with Food — Strategy and Story

Experience Positioning

Experience Positioning

Our Experience Positioning is a brief 
description of the food-based experiences 
offered to the Flavour Seeker. It addresses 
our target market, the category, our 
point of difference and the payoff for 
people who choose to experience all that 
Estonia’s food has to offer.
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Essence and Promise

It’s about time

Through our compact size and effortless accessibility, we commit 
to enabling Flavour Seekers to make the most of their time when 
discovering our food. This promise ensures we deliver experiences that 
provide a deeper connection to our people and our places.
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Experience Promise

Our Experience Promise sums up the value 
someone should expect every time they’re 
part of a food experience. It defines the type 
of experiences we offer – providing a feeling 
or sense of attitude. The more we can deliver 
on our promise, the stronger our brand 
becomes in the eyes of our audience.

Brand Essence

Our Brand Essence is a distillation of our 
brand positioning, with the potential to 
be used as an overarching strapline for 
Visit Estonia. It’s designed to works on 
two levels; Firstly, it reflects the fact that 
Estonia provides travellers with all the 
time they need to experience our nation – 
whether they’re here for two days or two 
weeks. Secondly, it acknowledges Estonia’s 
position as Europe’s best kept secret and 
provides a call to action to our audiences – 
it’s about time they experienced Estonia.
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Tuned in
“The diversity and inventiveness of Estonian food make me 
want to unpeel its many layers. I want to forage in forests, 
pick the brains of chefs and practice and perfect the recipes.”

Wide-eyed
“I never expected to find such inspiration in Estonia’s food, 
like the extraordinary flavours and mix of styles or the 
way organic farming is a fact of life not a fad of today.  ”

Let loose
“Estonia is a food lover’s treasure trove. Whether I’m foraging 
or fine dining, I find different influences and innovations. It’s a 
gastronomic scene I could happily explore forever.”

Experiences with Food — Strategy and Story

Experience Values

Spellbound
Spellbound by Estonian food.

“My food experience in Estonia 
makes me feel endlessly enchanted 
by all there is to taste and learn. The 
inspiring innovation and diverse 
influences give me an insatiable 
appetite to dig deeper and discover 
the magic behind each mouthful: 
the provenance of ingredients, the 
nuances of recipes, the subtleties of 
flavours, the passion of chefs, and 
the diversity of the country’s cuisine.”

Experience-specific value: Shared values:
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Experience Values

These values are unique to experiences 
connected with food. They should be 
used as a benchmark for measuring 
the experiences we are promoting, in 
conjunction with the shared values of the 
Visit Estonia brand.

The experience-specific value is unique 
to experiences in food, while the shared 
values unite – and influence – each of the 
Passions that sit within the Visit Estonia 
parent brand, coming to life in the moments 
and memories our customers take when 
they travel here. For each Passion, they are 
tailored to reflect the experiences we offer.



Evocative 
sensations

Intimate details

We use verbs and pertinent adjectives to describe how we 
discover food through our senses. Taste: sip, lip, savour. Scent: 
aroma, bouquet, piney. Sight: gaze, glow, rosy. Touch: unctuous, 
warm, icy. Sound: pop, sizzle, tinkle.

We highlight as many small, unique facts and anecdotes as 
possible, to emphasise the close relationship between food lovers 
and the food they encounter on their journey of discovery.
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Experience Voice

The language
of time

The power of 
understatement

The release of 
creative freedom

To emphasise the idea that Estonia allows travellers to enjoy  
their passions at their own pace, we are liberal in our use of  
words, idioms and symbolism associated with time.

To reflect the Estonians’ understated character, we are reserved 
in our descriptions, avoiding hyperbole, superlatives and all other 
unnecessary adjectives and adverbs. 

To honour Estonia’s independent and progressive spirit, we free 
ourselves from formal writing rules. A paragraph could be one 
line. A sentence could be a list. A headline could be one word.

Experience Voice

When describing the food experiences on 
offer in Estonia, our tone of voice flexes to 
match the expectations and emotions of 
Flavour Seekers, as well being inspired by 
the characteristics of our cuisine.

Shared Voice

Our strategy enables Estonia to own the 
language of time. From the centuries gone by, 
to the seasons of the year, the seconds of the 
day or the extra hours of a summer night, the 
concept of time can also translate culturally – 
through a musical beat or the rhythm of a song. 
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Experience Manifesto

Estonia slowly simmers with culinary styles and stories. Gastro travellers 
are enchanted by the unexpected mix of generations-old traditions and 
up-to-the-minute innovations. Here, fine dining can last a day and fast 
food comes as fast as it grows. It’s this complexity that compels visitors 
to take quality time to sip, savour and seek knowledge behind the scenes.

Steaming black rye bread served hot from the oven can evoke 7,000 
years of history. A leisurely eleven-course Nordic menu can take a half a 
day to devour. Hours can slip away while scouring the forest floor for the 
yellow caps of chantarelle mushrooms. A secret restaurant reached only 
by river is an experience worth waiting for. 

Time after time, our culinary culture will inspire obsession in food lovers. 
When it comes to following your passion, there is no clock-watching. 

Visit Estonia. It’s about time.

Experience Manifesto

Our Manifesto has been written to 
capture the emotional power of the food 
experiences Estonia can offer to our 
target market. It’s a welcome note to our 
audience, designed to captivate Flavour 
Seekers – persuading them that visiting 
Estonia will provide them with all the time 
they need to gain a deeper connection to 
our cuisine and the stories behind it.

The Manifesto also provides clear 
guidance on our tone of voice and acts as 
a springboard for campaign development 
and creative headlines.
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Headline style

Estonia. It’s about time.

Savour the stories as  
much as the flavours

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
For Flavour Seekers, their understanding 
about the provenance of a meal, as well 
as their knowledge of chefs, ingredients 
and producers are as important as the 
menu itself. This headline is designed to 
target those who look to savour those 
stories as much as the food they eat.
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Taste a moment that  
lasts a lifetime

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
Emphasising the language of time, this 
headline and the image pairing speaks to 
those looking for a fine dining experience 
with food so delicious, the memories of it 
last a lifetime.
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Headline style



Enjoy aromas that evoke  
a 7,000-year history

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
Using evocative sensations, this headline 
celebrates the history and tradition that’s 
baked into every loaf of the country’s 
black bread. It speaks to those who seek 
to understand the history and story 
behind the food they taste.
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Headline style



Dine where fast food  
comes as fast as it grows

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
This headline playfully celebrates 
Estonia’s access to the purest natural 
ingredients. With Mother Nature 
providing the larder, fast-food comes 
as fast as it grows, reinforcing the joy of 
allowing time for a great meal.
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Headline style



Watch next-generation chefs 
reimagine old traditions

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
Estonia’s food scene is an eclectic 
fusion of old and new, pioneered by 
next-generation chefs innovating the 
restaurant scene, thanks to the influence 
of new-Nordic dining. This headline 
reflects the mix of timelines that come 
together in Estonian cooking – yesterday 
and tomorrow combining for diners today.
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Headline style



Taste the world 
in a weekend

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
Speaking to the Flavour Seeker on a fast-
paced weekend break, this headline can 
be used to celebrate the unexpected 
variety of world-class cuisine on offer 
in cities and a nation of such a compact 
size. In Estonia, you can experience the 
flavours of the world in no time at all.
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Headline style



Sense time standing still  
with each and every sip

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
Using the language of sensations and 
time, this headline speaks to the moment 
of first tasting a drink in Estonia. From 
craft beer, to rhubarb wine, to world-class 
cider, the power and history of each sip 
seems to make time stand still.
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Headline style



Be a part of our 
next revolution

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
Estonia has a history of revolutions – 
spanning centuries and influences. This 
headline playfully nods to the past, while 
positioning the nation as a pioneer in the 
cuisine of the future. It can be used to 
introduce next-generation chefs and new 
approaches to flavours. It calls on Flavour 
Seekers to be part of our next chapter.
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Headline style



Discover chefs as fresh  
as the ingredients

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
Estonia’s chefs and its ingredients share 
a connection – they are some of the 
freshest in the world, meaning Flavour 
Seekers can experience clean cuisine and 
the flavours of the future.
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Headline style



Stir your soul as centuries 
simmer together

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
Estonian cuisine can stir the soul, thanks 
to the centuries of influences and stories 
that simmer together in many of the 
meals that travellers can taste. 
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Headline style



Embrace every moment  
of a new-Nordic menu

Estonia. It’s about time.

Headline style

Our headline style reflects the principles 
of our tone of voice. Inspired by the 
characteristics of Estonian cuisine, they 
include evocative sensations and intimate 
details. In addition, the headlines make use 
of our core principles in writing; the language 
of time, the power of understatement and 
the release of creative freedom.

Why it works:  
Using the language of intimacy, through 
the word ‘embrace’, this headline speaks 
of the joy each moment, and each 
mouthful of new-Nordic cuisine can 
provide, speaking to those looking for a 
fine dining experience.
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